
par8o’s collective goal with its 340B referral claim solution is that all claims qualified by our technology and 
review team are fully compliant with 340B regulations, bringing much needed funding to the rightful 340B 
covered entity and its patients. 

As of May 2021, three of par8o’s 340B clients have completed HRSA audits since partnering with par8o: All 
three had zero findings on par8o-captured referral claims. 

Under the 340B Referral Capture program, there are several phases that a claim goes through before it’s 
approved for 340B pricing. In Phase 1, par8o technology automatically analyzes various data feeds to 
identify candidate patient claims. Subsequent checkpoints are designed to prove two items: first, that the 
patient is a valid health center patient; and second, that the referring health center “owns” the patient’s 
care. In addition to a few timeframe parameters, patient ownership is primarily proven through the presence 
of outgoing referrals, a validated recent encounter at the covered entity, and detailed prescribing provider
consult notes.  

While the initial phases in the 340B Referral Capture program are primarily automated with technology, 
phase 3 is arguably the most important. During Phase 3, each claim is put through a six-point compliance 
check that is manually reviewed by a par8o 340B Program Compliance Specialist.
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Phase 3:
Reviewing Prescriber Consult Notes 
for 340B Compliance

When par8o receives the prescriber’s consult notes, 
our 340B claims specialists review the consult note 
for several compliance items before deciding to 
approve the claim for 340B pricing.

 1. Is the prescriber or one of his/her colleagues
  listed on the consult note?

 2. Does the patient's PHI (first name, last name,
  and date of birth) match across the consult
  note, pharmacy claim(s), and encounter notes? 

 3. Is the 340B prescription candidate drug or
  class referenced in the prescriber’s consult note? 

 4. Is there a valid referral from the health center
  for this patient (e.g. provider/office AND/OR
  specialty matches)? 

 5. Has the patient visited the health center within
  13 months of the prescription fill date?
  (Note: This timeframe may vary based on your
  organization’s policies and procedures.)

 6. Has the patient visited the prescribing provider
  within 18 months of the prescription fill date? 

If a “candidate prescription” passes all six 
compliance checkpoints, par8o approves the referral 
claim match and related prescription for 340B pricing 
and communicates this back to the TPA. 

If at any point in the six compliance check our 
compliance specialists identify missing information 
necessary in order to approve a claim (e.g. a missing 
referral), or if the information presented is 
questionable, our team will contact either the 
specialty office or the main contact at your health 
center to request the necessary information or 
clarifying information in order to approve the 
patient-prescription match for 340B pricing.

The foundation of the 340B Referral Capture 
solution is the marriage of three data feeds - your 
EHR referral and encounter data, and the data from 
your TPA and/or contract pharmacy, such as 
Walgreens or Wellpartner.

The TPA sends par8o a daily feed of potential 340B 
claims from your contract pharmacies. At the same 
time, par8o receives a feed of patient referrals and 
encounter data from your EHR. 

These pharmacy claims are analyzed by par8o 
technology to identify patient matches. Once we 
determine that a claim is for one of your patients, we 
set out to prove two items: first, that the patient is a 
valid health center patient; and second, that the 
referring health center is responsible for the patient’s 
care. 

Phase 1:
Matching Pharmacy Claims Data, 
Referral & Encounter Data

Phase 2:
Requesting Consult Notes On Your 
Behalf From the Prescribing
Provider’s Office

Because demonstrating that a client has “closed 
the loop” on outgoing patient referrals is a critical 
compliance component, par8o works on your 
behalf to request and review consult notes. These 
consult notes are requested from the prescribing 
provider’s office via a combination of fax requests 
and phone calls prioritized by estimated
claim value.
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Automatic Claim Exclusions
 TPAs only send candidate claims that are eligible for 340B but have yet to be captured. This means
 par8o won’t receive Medicaid claims or blacklisted drugs.

• par8o only performs outreach to specialty providers that receive referrals, i.e. won’t include scripts
 from internal medicine, urgent care, or other primary care focused providers.

In The Event of A HRSA Audit
In the event that a client is selected for a HRSA audit, par8o provides its signature 360˚ support to each 
client before, during, and after the audit. 

Once the client notifies its account manager of an impending audit, our team reviews the client’s Policies & 
Procedures documentation to ensure it is up-to-date with current best practices regarding documenting 
referral claim procedures. Secondly, par8o initiates a detailed audit of every referral claim captured by par8o 
prior to the HRSA audit date. Lastly, the assigned account manager will be available on-call for the duration 
of the virtual or on-site audit.

A Single-Page Auditable Record For Every Claim
In addition, the par8o 340B portal provides easy access to a single-page auditable record for every claim 
par8o approves for 340B. This means that at any time, a par8o client can easily review par8o claims during 
periodic internal and/or external monthly, quarterly, or annual self-audits.

Sales Inquries:
+1 857 - 574 - 5213 | sales@par8o.com

par8o, Inc.
170 Milk St, Floor 2, Boston, MA 02109
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